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Abstract
Diffusion vibrational modes are studied in superfluid AHe 3  in zero magnetic fields for 
different angles  between the orbital axis

l  and the wave vector

q . The dispersion relation for 
these modes is found to depend on the wave polarization. It is shown that in addition to the 
normal component velocity, the superfluid component velocity also oscillates in the diffusion 
modes of AHe 3 . The frictional forces due to viscous waves in AHe 3 , exerted in the plane 
surface which is in contact with a superfluid liquid layer of finite thickness and performs a 
simple harmonic oscillatory motion, are calculated. We also consider, volume of AHe 3
restricted by two parallel infinite surfaces, when the lower surface accomplishes simple 
harmonic oscillation and we calculate the frictional forces exerted on surfaces. It is found that 
the frictional force has not only parallel, but also a perpendicular component relative to the 
direction of oscillations. 
1. Introduction.
Superfluid 3He is a complex and beautiful system where the internal degrees of freedom 
play a prominent role, leading to a large array of phenomenon that is not seen in conventional s
2wave superconductivity or in superfluid 4He . The complex phase diagram shows three different 
superfluid phases of liquid 3He , each with its own unique set of properties. Superfluid 3He  can 
serve as a model system for processes in the early universe. As the universe cooled, it made 
transitions from a featureless hot universe to the universe we know today via phase transitions 
involving broken symmetry. Studies of this exotic superfluid have stimulated investigators in a 
wide variety of other fields.  It is well known how superfluid 3He   research can be linked to high 
cT superconductivity, heavy fermions superconductivity and liquid crystals in condensed matter 
physics. The superfluid phase transitions in 3He   may also serve as a model for transitions which 
occurred in the early universe.
So, during the intensive investigation of superfluid 3He  in the past decade [1,3], the idea of 
broken symmetry has once again proven to be a powerful and unifying tool in understanding 
condensed many-body systems. Below the superfluid transition, 3He  simultaneously breaks all 
the continuous symmetries that are broken separately in superfluid 4He , nematic liquid crystals, 
and antiferromagnets. Detailed study of superfluid 3He has added a new facet to the concept of 
broken symmetry, contributing to a fuller appreciation of Landau’s idea and enabling us to 
predict, and understand, collective behavior unsuspected until recently.
This new facet is the breaking of a relative symmetry. For example, the BHe 3  phase 
breaks a relative spin-orbit symmetry [1] that is a linear combination between rotations in spin 
and orbital space. Its dynamics, therefore, include aspects of antiferromagnets [4] and of nematic 
liquid crystals.
The magnetic 1A -phase breaks also another relative symmetry, the spin-orbit-gauge 
symmetry. Corruccini and Osheroff investigated the Goldstone mode, a spin-temperature wave, 
of this broken symmetry [10]. This is the first time that any direct consequences of a broken 
relative symmetry have been detected. The Goldstone mode of 4He superfluid is second sound, a 
temperature wave.
The A -phase of superfluid 3He  breaks the relative gauge-orbit symmetry. It is 
characterized by the equivalence between gauge transformation and a certain orbital rotation.
The superfluid 3He revealed a new aspect in the concept of broken symmetry. That is, the 
gauge, spin, and orbital symmetries in superfluid 3He  are broken in certain combinations, and 
hence the typical properties of HeII as an antiferromagnets and a liquid crystal are not 
manifested independently, but are mutually related. A peculiar broken of symmetry in the A -
phase which preserves the hybrid orbital-gauge symmetry leads to a unique relation between the 
superfluid and liquid-crystal properties of the A -phase [1,2].
3The present work aims to investigate the effect of these peculiarities on diffusion oscillatory 
modes in superfluid AHe 3 .
It is well known that, in addition to the weakly attenuating oscillating mode with the 
dispersion relation q , liquids exhibit strongly attenuating diffusion modes with 2q , 
where the proportionality factor includes some kinetic coefficients. In ordinary liquids, such 
waves include the viscous wave with the dispersion relation 2qi 

   (  is the viscosity 
and   the density of the liquid), in which the only oscillating quantity is the velocity 


perpendicular to the vector

q , and the temperature wave  with the dispersion relation 2qi     
(  is the thermal diffusivity of the medium). In superfluid 4He , the temperature oscillates in the 
form of a weakly attenuating mode, and the only diffusion mode is the viscous wave with the 
dispersion relation
n
qi 

2
 , where n  is the density of the normal component. In this wave, 
it is only the normal component velocity 

n perpendicular to the vector 

q  that oscillates. As in 
an ordinary liquid, the viscous wave in superfluid 4He  is a transverse wave, dispersion relation 
of which does not depend on the polarization of waves.
The dispersion relation for viscous waves in an anisotropic medium (like a liquid crystal) 
depends on the direction of polarization. Besides, the existence of an additional dynamic variable 
for nematic liquid crystals, the director 

n specifying a preferred direction in space, leads to the 
emergence of new types of diffusive oscillating modes typical of these materials [3].
A similar situation is observed for anisotropic superfluid liquid AHe 3  in which the 
preferred direction in space, i.e., the quantization axis for the orbital moment of Cooper pairs, is 
determined by the unit vector

l . For this reason, in addition, to the viscous wave in which the 
main oscillating quantity is

n , AHe 3  acquires an additional viscous wave associated with the 
hydrodynamic variable 

l specifying the main oscillating quantity in this wave, i.e., 
    lcurlml 2 having the dimensions of velocity [4].
It can be easily seen that, in contrast to superfluid 4He , AHe 3  has diffusion oscillating 
modes with an interesting peculiarity of another type: the superfluid component is also involved 
in the general case in oscillations occurring in waves in which 

n or 

l  oscillates in the 

  lq,
plane. Indeed, for sufficiently small values of q , the frequency of oscillations in viscous waves is 
4qc1 , qc2 ( 1c  and  2c  are the velocities of first and second sound respectively), and 
hence we can neglect the density and temperature oscillations. In this case, it follows from the 
law of conversation of entropy of a liquid that 0

ndi  , and hence 0. 

nq  , for a plane wave, 
while from the continuity equations we have 0

gdi , and hence 0. 

gq for the total mass 
flux. In other words, the waves, under consideration, are transverse relative to oscillations of the 
normal component velocity and the total mass flux. In AHe 3 , however, the direction of the 
normal component flux 

ng does not coincide with the direction of the velocity 

n of normal 
component, i.e., the wave vector is not perpendicular to 

ng when 

n is not directed along or at 
right angles to 

l in view of the tensor nature of the normal component density nik . 
Consequently, 0. 

Sgq  (

Sg is the superfluid flux), and the superfluid component must 
participate in oscillations. The same is true for the mode in which 

l oscillates since 
  02  

lrotdimdi
l   , and the coefficient ijC appearing with 

l in the expression for the 
total mass flux 

g is also a tensor.
In the present work, we shall analyze diffusion modes in AHe 3 in zero magnetic field for 
an arbitrary angle  between the orbital axis

l and the wave vector 

q and calculate the frictional 
forces caused by these waves and acting in the plane surface which is in contact with the 
superfluid liquid layer of a finite thickness and performs a simple harmonic oscillatory motion in 
its plane.
2. Analysis of diffusion oscillatory modes
Let us consider an unbounded volume of AHe 3 in zero magnetic fields. In this case, the 
effect of mixing of spin and spatial variables is not observed. Considering small oscillations of 
spatial variables, we shall use the system of equations of orbital hydrodynamics of AHe 3 in 
linearized form [5]:                                                               
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The normal viscosity tensor,   pkjpiijpkijk lll    (  is the additional viscosity typical of 
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the thermodynamic force conjugates to 

 l , in which 1K , 2K , 3K  are the orbital rigidity 
coefficients, s  the entropy per unit mass, Tkq jiji   the heat flux, where Tijjiij kllkk  ||  is 
the thermal conductivity tensor, and T  the temperature,   is the superfluid velocity potential ,
  nijijSnS lJm   


 


 

',2
 ,  chemical potential,  the 
dissipation coefficient,    nkjjTikkTiji llX  21 ,njkkjijTij    is the Cross-
Anderson orbital viscosity.
6We choose the coordinate system so that 

lz || , and the y-axis is chosen in the 

  lq,  plane. 
Further, we assume that all the variables vary according to the law  tyqzqi yz exp , and the 
oscillation of zl can be neglected in the linear approximation.
Then Eqs. (1) are reduced to a cumbersome and complicated system of linear algebraic 
equations which will be solved under the assumption that the reactive and dissipative coefficients 
appearing in the hydrodynamic equations of the A -phase are connected through the following 
order-of-magnitude relations [6]:
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Using these relations, we can single out (in the algebraic equations) the terms with small 
coefficients of oscillating quantities of the order of    and m2 . The diffusion oscillatory 
modes will obviously belong to two essentially different types with the dispersion relations 


2
~ qi  and   ,2~ 2qmi  in the first approximation. For the same value of q , the second 
frequency is small as compared to the first one, and hence the oscillations of the first type can be 
regarded as the fast and of the second type as slow as in the case of pneumatics [3].
The condition of existence of nontrivial solutions of a system of homogeneous linear 
algebraic equations is the equality to zero of the determinant formed by the coefficients of 
unknown quantities. Hence we obtain the equation specifying the dispersion relation for 
oscillatory modes. There are two fast and two slow diffusion modes. In all these modes, we can 
neglect the oscillations of pressure and temperature. Let, consider the case when   is not close 
to 0180,0  or 090 . In this case, nx  oscillates in one of the fast modes. The dispersion relation for 
this mode is given by
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7For the dispersion relation of the second fast mode, we have
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the remaining quantities can be neglected. For a given law of variation of nz , we obtain the laws 
of variation of the remaining quantities:
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The dispersion relation of the slow mode with the main oscillating quantity lx  has the form
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The second slow mode is formed by a wave with the dispersion relation
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The quantities ly , lz , Sy , Sz  have the same order of magnitude, and the ratios of  nx , ny , nz , 
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8It should be noted that all the modes listed above are transverse relative to the oscillations of the 
normal velocity 

n  and rotational velocity 

l are longitudinal relative to the oscillations of the 
superfluid velocity 

S .
Let us consider the results of calculations for 090  0zq  and 0180,0  0yq . In 
this case, the effect of participation of the superfluid component in diffusion modes is either 
absent or very weak.
If  090 , we get for fast oscillatory modes
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In the first mode, nz  oscillates, the oscillation of

l is small, while pressure, temperature, 
superfluid velocity and other components of the normal velocity do not oscillate at all. In the 
second mode of (4), nx  oscillates, the oscillations of pressure, temperature and superfluid 
velocity are small, while the orbital vector (and hence

l ) does not participate in the oscillatory 
process.
For slow modes, we can write
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In these modes, the oscillating quantities are 

l and nx . In the first mode (5), the main oscillating 
quantity is lx , while the oscillations of ly , lz  and nz  are small. In the second mode (6), the 
variations of ly  and lz   are of the same order, while lx  and nz  they are small.
In our earlier work [7], the case of 0  and 0180 , is considered and an interesting 
result is obtained for diffusion modes which are in the case the circular polarization waves with 
different dispersion relations for waves with right and left polarization. In two of these modes, the 
quantities nx
n
y
n i  and lxlyl i  , oscillate, while 0 nxnyn i and 
90 lxlyl i . We shall call them the “plus” modes. In the remaining two modes,  n   and l
oscillate, while n and l  are equal to zero. We shall call them the “minus” modes. The 
dispersion relations for these modes
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Here, we have introduced the following notation:
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q  being the wave vector of fast modes (i.e., viscous waves with a large penetration depth) and 
the wave vector of slow modes (i.e., viscous waves with a smaller penetration depth).
The ratio of oscillating quantities is given by
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,                                                                                                                              
                         
 
2
4
2
33
2 



 





qiD
qiDR
m
b
q
n
l

 
,  
 
2
4
2
33
2 



 









 iD
iDR
m
a n
l 
.                   (10)
Using estimations (2), we can easily see that   12   mnl  , for fast modes 
and   12   mln  for slow modes.
It should be noted that the results obtained in Ref.7 are presented here in a somewhat 
different form which will be used in the next section. The waves with the right and left circular 
polarizations are different since the opposite direction 

l and 

 l  in AHe 3 are physically 
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nonequivalent. In this respect, AHe 3 differs from pneumatics in which the directions 

n and 

 n of the director are indistinguishable, and a similar effect is not observed.
3. Vibrating plane covered by a layer of superfluid AHe 3
Processes occurring in superfluid liquids with confining geometrical conditions have been 
become recently an object of thorough investigations. In Ref.8, the effect of boundaries on the 
He3 state in films having a thickness of the order of correlation length was studied theoretically, 
and new properties were predicted both for the B and A phase. They differ in their physical 
properties from bulk phases.
It is well known that the AHe 3 phase borders the normal He3 phase in zero magnetic field 
under a pressure 210  PP bar, while the BHe 3 phase is stable at 0PP  . However, in a 
sufficiently thin film of superfluid He3 deposited on a solid substrate, the A phase is found to 
be more stable than the B phase even under the saturated vapor pressure. This is due to the fact 
that the confining surface (a solid or a free surface) does not change the order parameter of the 
A phase in view of the inherent preferred direction of the orbital axis

l , and hence its rotation 
towards the normal to the surface does not lead to a loss in the condensation energy. In contrast 
to the A phase, the order parameter of the B phase undergoes considerable changes due to 
the emergence of a preferred direction (which does not exist in the bulk) due to the tendency of 
orbital moments to arrange themselves along the normal to the surface. The possibility of a 
transition to the planar phase is ruled out by the presence of paramagnon effects.     It was shown 
in Ref. 9 that the  A phase is stabilized for films of thickness   2
1
0 1



 
c
c T
TdTdd , 
where 00 15d  ( 0 is the coherence length), while the B phase is stable for cdd  . For a 
given thickness 0dd  of the film, both A and B phases can exist. A transition from the A to 
B phase takes place at a temperature cAB Td
dT 








2
01  .
Using the solutions (7) and (8) of the wave equation obtained above, we can determine the 
frictional forces exerted on the solid surface vibrating along the y -axis with  a velocity 
 tiuu  exp0 and covered with a layer of superfluid AHe 3 of thickness d , the upper 
surface of the liquid is free. For an ordinary viscous fluid [9] and for superfluid He4 , a frictional 
force emerges only in the direction of the plane vibrations. It was found that the frictional force 
11
emerging in superfluid AHe 3 has components directed both parallel and perpendicular to the 
direction of plane vibrations. Since the orbital moment of a Cooper pair tends to align itself at 
right angles to the walls, we shall assume that in the given geometry the vector 

l in equilibrium 
is directed along the z axis. We  consider the motion emerging in the liquid as the 
superposition of viscous waves excited near the solid plane and reflected by the free surface. 
Then we can write the following expressions for oscillating quantities:
  tiziziziqziqn eecececec     '22'11
                                            tiziziziqziqn eecececec     '44'33                                    (11)                                                                                                                                     
        tiziziziqziq eecec
iD
iDR
ecec
qiD
qiDR
l 







 


 

  '332
4
33'
112
4
33
While writing the expressions for the quantities xy illl  and xy illl  , we have used 
expressions (10) and the well-known relations
z
l
m
l

  2
 ,  
z
l
m
l

  2

The boundary conditions have the form
                                     0  ll ,  0nx ,  tiny euu   0   for 0z ,                                  (12)                                                           
0  ll ,  0 xzyz i ,  0 xzyz i   for  dz 
The viscous stress tensor component yz and xz are equal to zero for dz  , since there is 
no viscous force on the free surface of the liquid. The quantities  and  are defined as
    








  



ziqziq ececq
qiD
qiDRiDR
iDR '112
4
2
3322
11 
     tinzizi eecec
iD
iDRiDR
iDR  
 




  




 '222
4
2
3322
11 ,
        tiziziziqziq eecec
iD
iDR
ecec
qiD
qiDR
l 







 




 



  '332
4
33'
112
4
33
12
    








  



ziqziq ececq
qiD
qiDRiDR
iDR '332
4
2
3322
11 
     tinzizi eecec
iD
iDRiDR
iDR  
 




  




 '442
4
2
3322
11 ,
n
Сm
DD

 


2
01
The frictional force exerted per unit surface area is determined by the stress tensor 
components:
                                   
2
   yzyF ,  2
   xzzF                                         (14)
Substituting expressions (11) and (13) for oscillating quantities into the boundary conditions 
(12), we obtain the system of equations for the amplitudes iс and 'ic  (i=1, 2, 3, 4) of the excited 
waves. Using them in (14), we get
  uqdqtgDF o
n
y )(  ,   




 


   dtgqqdtgqq
iD
qtgqd
D
RDDR
RuF onx 24
3232
1          (15)
In the limit 1|| dq , using (7) and (8) we obtain from (15)
                          udqDF o
n
y
2
  ;  
4
44332322
D
DRRRDDR
dquF nx
                                  (16)
A Physical meaning can be attached only to the real parts of these complex expressions. 
Proceeding from (9) and (16), we can show
                                                 



   2cos0
 tudF ny ;                                                       (17)
                                 



 



   2cos
22
5
2 


tudC
m
F o
n
x                                          (18)
These expressions show that the component (18) of the viscous force perpendicular to the 
direction of vibrations of the confining plane is much smaller than its longitudinal component 
(17).
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4. Generating of frictional forces in the two parallel plates
Saturated with superfluid AHe 3 .
We use obtained wave solution to determine frictional forces, acting on each from two 
parallel, solid plates saturated with superfluid AHe 3 , when one of the plates performs 
oscillating motion in its surface. In the case of usual liquid there generates frictional force only in 
direction of oscillation of the surface [3]. Analogous picture takes place in case of superfluid 
He4 . It seems that in superfluid AHe 3 emerging frictional force also has component, directed 
perpendicular as well as parallel to the direction of surface oscillation. The same effect was 
obtained in case above.
Let consider, volume AHe 3 , restricted by two parallel infinite surfaces, distance (space)
between that is defined with d . Suppose the lower surface accomplish simple harmonic 
oscillation across the axis y  with velocity  tiuu  exp0 . We shall consider the upper surface 
rigid fixed (fastened). As orbital moment of Cooper pairs tries to be oriented perpendicular to 
walls, we shall consider that in given geometry the equilibrium 

l is directed across the axis z .
We are looking for generating motion in liquid as a superposition of shear modes along 
positive and negative directions of axis z . Then for oscillating quantities we have:
  tiziqziqziqziqzizizizix eecbecbecbecbecaecaecaecal     '44'33'22'11
  tiziqziqziqziqziziziziny eeiceiceiceiceiceiceiceic     '44'33'22'11           (19)
 tiziqziqziq eecbecibecib    '44'3
Writing the relations (19) we utilize the conditions of polarization: nx
n
y i  ,  xy ill  for right 
polarization and nx
n
y i  ,  xy ill  for left polarization. The boundary conditions have the 
following form:
0 yx ll ,  0nx ,  tiny euu   0   for  z=0                                 
    ziqziziziziy ecibeciaeciaeciaecial 3'22'11 
  tiziqziqziqziqzizizizinx eecececececececec     '44'33'22'11
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                                         0 nynx  ,  0 yx ll                        for z=d                                  (20)           
Substituting expressions (19) for oscillating quantities into the boundary conditions (20), we 
obtain the system of equations for the amplitudes iс and 'ic   of the excited waves:
;2
0'
33
'
11 i
uccсс    ;0'33'11    diqdiqdidi ececeсeс 
    0'33'11   ccbcca ;      0'33'11    diqdiqdidi eccebececa  ;
                          ;2
0'
44
'
22 i
uccсс    ;0'44'22    diqdiqdidi ececeсeс                   (21)                        
    0'44'22   ccbcca ;      ;0'44'22    diqdiqdidi ececbeсeсa 
Further it will be clear that, we need only some combinations of coefficients iс and 'ic . So, full
solution of system (21) due to its being huge we do not bring. The frictional force exerted per 
unit surface area of upper and lower surface is determined by the stress tensor components:
yzyF  ,  xzxF  on the lower boundary, and yzyF 1 ,     xzxF 1 on the motionless  
surface.
ctgqduqFy 5 ,    ctgqduqtgqdBARRRFx  431
qd
uq
Fy sin
5
1
 ;     qduqqdBARRRFx sinsin'4311
where there are introduced the following notations:
 







 




2
2
2
0
dqtg
dtg
a
b
a
biD
A

;     ctgdqqctgdqqq
iD
B
2
0 ;
dq
dq
q
dq
q
q
iD
B sin
sinsin2
0' 


 



 .
Our results, corresponding to half-infinite volume in the limit 1|| dq , coincide with 
expressions [6]. We have to notice, that contribution of A coefficient must be considered when 
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1|| d , and contribution due to ', BB -when 1|| dq . In the limit cases the expressions of  
shear viscous force are simplified and get the following form:
  
  








1||;1||,
1||;1||,
431
322341
1
4
1
qddd
uRRR
qddd
uDRDRDRD
FF
n
n
xx 

 When 1||,1||  dqd we derive   .0,21 1431   xnx FRRRiF 
In conclusion, we have studied diffusion modes in superfluid AHe 3 in zero magnetic fields. 
The dispersion relation for these modes is found to depend on the wave polarization. It is shown 
that in addition to the normal component velocity, the superfluid component velocity also 
oscillates in the diffusion modes of AHe 3 . The frictional forces due to viscous waves in 
AHe 3 , exerted on the plane surface which is in contact with a superfluid liquid layer of finite 
thickness and on the one of the plane surfaces when AHe 3 saturate the space between  two 
infinite planes are calculated. It is found that the frictional force has not only parallel, but also a 
perpendicular component relative to the plane of oscillation. We notice that the component of the 
viscous force perpendicular to the direction of oscillations of the plane is smaller than its 
longitudinal component.
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